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NSI session 1: Friday 7th June, 11:00-12:30, Room 0.1 London

- Introduction to NSI discussions Guy Roberts (5 minutes)
- NSI demo by Paul Boven (10 minutes)
- NSI topology review, Jeroen van der Ham (30 minutes)
- Discussion on future of NSI...
  - Integration with Open Flow and liaison with OIF and joint workshop in Madrid (Inder Monga 5 minutes)
  - Future functionality of NSI: Tomohiro Kudoh (5 minutes)
2 NSI Sessions @ GLIF/OGF38a

• NSI session 2: Friday 7th June, 13:30-17:30,
  Location: room 2.7/2.8
  • Richard H-J: process for public comment for NSI CS (5 minutes)
  • Notification service, John MacAuley (20 minutes)
  • NSI Connection Service v2.0 document review (4 hours)
Updates on NSI

- NSI v2.0 feature set was agreed in OGF 37 in Charlottesville in March this year.
- Last 2 months have focused on documenting the agreed feature set and filling in missing detail.
- NSI meeting today after lunch aims NSI WG internal ratification of current draft NSI CS v2.0 for submission for public comment.
- 60 day public comment period will give an opportunity for to fine tune documentation.
- GÉANT Open Calls have requested proposals for NSI compliance test suit. It is likely that this work will be funded.
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